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Service

Community service sounds like a
good thing to do, but how many
people have really been active in
any community service organizations? Is it because they don't have
the time or skill or is it that people
lack the drive to learn which local
organizations are out there?
To help answer these questions,
Columbia's career planning and
placement office held its first Community Senice Day on April28 in
the Hokin Center. There was a
panel discussion with five very active and involved members of
community service. Two were
Columbia instructors and one a
Columbia student
The event started.at 1 p.m. with
Photo by Nicolas Kinnan
Columbia College students grow angry as security guard Simon Castro
escorts broadcast ne'ti'S cameraman David Lasker out of the residence
center on Monday, May 2, after students protest recent dorm room searches.

IS

Jan Grekoff, director of career
planning and placement, welcoming Columbia students and faculty.
Grekoff started, "How can I make
a difference? For some of us it's
clear. We have identified our goals
in our community and embraced
them willingly. To you who fit this
group, I ask you to take one step
today and share your secrets with
us and let us know how you made
it work."
Those who shared their secrets and
advice were: Dr. Fred Gardaphe, a
Columbia faculty member and director of the Columbia College Literacy
Outreach Project, sponsored by the
English department; Gloria Roberson, a third-year broadcast
journalism major at Columbia and a
volunteer at YWCA, Bottomless
Closet and American Friends Com-

Searching for

Dorms in troUble, ~A,!~~w
students arre·s ted
By Sergio Barreto
SllllfWriltr

Michel Schwartz
Eucwiw Editor

Bert Gall staled that four out of
seven of the resident advisors are
African-American.
Kenney said that the printer was
foundinacanvasbaginadumpster
between the Pacific Mission Garden and the residence center.
Eastman moved guest DonTai
Crump'scar between4: 15 and4:30
a.m. The assistant director of resident life and the head of dorm
security then checked Crump •s car
at lOa.m.andEastman'sroom that
morning. Ona Watley's room was
checked because she signed in
Crump. Wesley Johnson's room
was searched because his key was
the last that was in the computer
room, according to dorm records.
Nancy Murray discovered the absence of the computer. Her room
was not checked because the person who cut the chain and removed
the computer needed a lot of
strength. Kenney said that because
Murray's build is not big enough to
allow such an activity she was not
suspected.
'
Monday's disturbance has been
portrayed in the media as a racial
incident, but the "sit-in" was announced as a discussion of several
issues of dorm residents' concerns.
One of the main concerns was the
fact that money would be taken out
of all residents' security deposits due
to damage done to the building. This,
however, is staled in the contract that
was signed upon moving in.
Stovall said that anger about
Kenney's warrantless searches was
the reason for the "sit-in."
Flyers announcing a protest to be
held at 10 p.m. in the firSt floor
lounge were posted throughout
commonareasoftheresidencecen-

An otherwise peaceful May 2
gathering turned into conflict between Chicago police, dorm
security and a number of residents
after
an
independedent
videograper, David Lasker, was
arrested for trespassing. Two residents , Peter Meier, a junior
majoring in fiction writing, and
Adam Geiger, a junior majoring in
photography, were later arrested
for disorderly conduct and
released on $75 bail, which was
paid by John Moore, associate
dean of students.
Damen Gallagher, a junior majoring in film, said the "sit-in" was
organized by four dorm residents:
himself, Meier, Tirrell Eastman,
and Ken Stovall, a resident advisor
who claims he and other AfricanAmerican residents were subjected
to warrantless room searches after
a Macintosh computer and printer
were stolen from the dorm's computer lab on April 26.
According to Marie Kenney and
confirmed by sources, the chain
that connected the computer to the
lab table, and the printer's paper
tray were found outside under the
"08" windows. Stoval's room was
searched because he lives in room
608 and he came down to talk to the
security guard between 3:05 and
3:15a.m.
When Kenney searched the room,
furniture was moved away from the
window, the window was open 1012" and she heard a loud crashing
coming from Stovall's room before
sbe knocked on his door. The computer was discovered to be missing Dorms
at 3:30a.m. Only resident advisors see page 2
live in the "08" rooms.

Holland

Jri.wgine putting together a jigsaw
puzzle, during a blizzard, in the
blackest of nights. AU of the pieces
may not be there and the actual
picture being created is unknown.
This is what many scientists and
researchers face as they develop
better medications and even vaccines to fight the AIDS virus.
Jo Ann Davis, a performing arts
major, cancelled her doctor's appointment for May 3 to attend
Columbia's panel discussion on the
frontiers of AIDS research and
treatment Davis wanted to learn
how far researchers have come in
finding a vaccine that might bring
AIDS to a halt.
The head of the Institute for
Science Education and Science
Communication, Dr. Zafra Lerman, organized and moderated the
event f~r AIDS Awareness Week.
~· ~unothy ~olzer, the ~search
sctenus~ who ts responstble . for
dev~lopmg many. of the HIV dlllgnosuc tests used m the U.S. today,
~xplained ~at. the task in preventmg comphcauons from ~V ~as
grown lar~er because the sctenbfic
scope has mcreased.
Seeking methods to stop the virus,

the

key

munity Service Project; Adolfo
Mendez, bureau coordinator of
Youth Communications, and
DeniseZaccardi,founderandexecutive director of Community
Television Network.
The moderator was Hope Daniels,
a Columbia faculty member and
deputy press secretary for Senator
Carol Mosely-Braun. Also there to
share advice was Michele Obama,
Chicago director of public allies.
'There are those of us who know
community service is important but
just can't figure out how they can
work for free when they can'teven
make their bills," Grekoff said.
"How can they spend another five

Service
see page 6

the cure

and determining how to boost dys- AIDS vaccines that have been apfunctional immune systems back to proved by the Food and Drug
normal are the two major challen- Administration for clinical trials.
ges researchers must consider.
One is a therapeutic vaccine for
Also, there are currently no the treatment of people who are
methods available to measure the already infected. The other is a
speed of the virus' development, so prophylactic vaccine to prevent
diagnostic physicians and phar- people from ever getting HIV and
macologists are worlcing together AIDS.
for a solution to predict exactly
Genentech is already embarking
when the disease progresses into its upon the third and final phase of
more fatal stages. Once a doctor is development for GP120, a posable to establish precisely what sible AIDS vaccine that will be
stage of progression the virus is in, tested on at least 10,000 people
a diagnosis for immediate and ef- over the next three to five years.
fective treatment can be applied to If the results are positive, GP120
the infected patient.
could appear on the market by the
Holzer reminded the audience end of the decade.
that vital improvements have been
''We have found and made vacmade despite the apparent delays in cines for other diseases," explained
results. The survival rate has been Dr. Powell, "I think we can do it for
extended recently for HIV patients the HIV virus. It's not going to
because doctors are significantly happen tomorrow or next year, but
better at diagnosing and treating it might happen in the next five
other diseases that healthy immune years."
systems would normally conquer.
At the moment, there is no cure
People do not die from the HIV for HIV or AIDS, but there is
virus; they die from health com- treatment and medication readily
plications sparked by the virus.
available. Experts encouraged
Dr. Michael Powell, a pioneer in people to remain patient and
AIDS vaccine research and a senior hopeful. Eventually, new and imscientist at the San Francisco-based proved pharmaceutical options
pharmaceutical biotech corpora- will be on the market to combat
tion, Genentech, Inc., revealed that the epidemic.
he is currently working on two

Photo by Tina Wagne r

Paneil ofexperts (1-r) Thoothy Hober, Dr. Steven Brasch, Betty Pejko and Michael Powell, discuss the Ia test mv
J"ele8J'd1, AIDS vaccine development and treatment ofAIDS 1\Jesday, May 3, bt the Ferguson Theater.
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questions answered

1

Columbia College kicked off its
annual AIDS Awareness Week on
May 2 with a panel discussion on

By Jon Bigness
Correspondrnt

;Vrican-Americans and AIDS.

mation carne from Nicks.
''The nurse called me and said the
test was positive," Nicks said.
"And I didn't even know what this
disease was or how to treat it"
Nicks said she wished she had
been educated about AIDS so she
could have protected herself from
iL
The third and final speaker,
Johnson, offered surprising statistics about sexually transmitted
diseases and unprotected sex. He
said there are now 250,000 people
diagnosed with AIDS in America.
He added that 123 million people
have been diagnosed with an STD
since 1991.
"Every 30 seconds, a teenager
gives birth to a baby in the United
States," Johnson said. ''We have to
prevent AIDS until we change the
way society is about sex. We have
to be able to talk openly about it
with our parents and at the schools,
and how to protect ourselves."
After their presentation, the panel
answered many questions from the
audience. "How we got the disease
is not important, treatment is,"
Nicks said. "I probably got HIV
from unprotected sex. I also had a
relationship with an intravenous
drug user for several years."

Nicks cleared up rnisconc:eptioas
about the difference between lDV
Positive and AIDS. "H!Visablood
infection that breaks down the Immune system," Nicks said. "AIDS
is an actual disease developed from
HIV and from the immune S)'llem
being too weak."
The one question tltat was asked
that the panel could not really
answer was about the origin of
AIDS. Where did AIDS come from
and how did it start? The panel
seemed divided between their
opinion and the facts about the
origin.
"Origin isn't important, prevention and education is important,"
Johnson said. " My opinion is that,
after years ofeverybody having unprotected sex, a virus formed from
the mixture of all these body
fluids."
The panel did agree entirely on
one issue. AIDS can be prevented
simply by protecting yourself.
While there is no cure, increased
education about the disease is the
best way to avoid it.
"AIDS affects everyone, whether
you have it or not," Nicks said,
"because everyone is at risk and
because our tax money is going to
the fight to find a cure."

Who are those thugs?
The discussion took place in
That was my first impression after seeing the picture in the May 4, Hokin Hall. About 50 students atChicago Tribune of two Columbia College s tudents involved in the tended tlie function where panelists
talked · about and answered quesrecent residence center melee.
Standing in front of the dormitory on Plymouth Court with their arms tions on AIDS.
folded and menacing expressions on their faces, Kenneth Stovall and
The panel consisted of three
Damen Gallagher look like they're posing for a gangster rap album African-Americans: Richard
cover.
Bums, who is IllY positive and is
A couple of gold rope chains, some dark shades, a pair of Beretta receiving treatment at Cook Coun9mms and we 're looking at two guys who could become the next ty Ho spital; Gigi Nicks,
Ice-Cream or Ice-Skate or whatever.
administrative assistant of Women
Stovall, who is by now a household name among Columbia students, and Children with mv at Cook
organized a rally to protest a warrantless search of his dorm room by a County Hospital (also mv posisecurity guard on April 26. The security guard was looking for a tive); and Eric Johnson, AIDS
computer that was missing from the dorm's computer room.
education director at University of
After a television cameraman was refused access to the dorm during Illinois at Chicago. The panel
the rally, students ran into the street, yelling and blocking traffic •· in cleared up misconceptions about
general, making asses of themselves.
the disease for almost two hours.
I'm sure tltat Stovall and Gallagher are a couple of swell guys. A little
Bums was the first panelist to
speak. He suspected tltat he was
misguided, maybe, but swell just the same.
They are misguided because they are trying to make an incident that IllY Positive in 1981, butdidn' tget
was neither racial nor illegal into a. big, racial ~dal.
. tested or diagnosed until1988. His
Stovall assumes that the dorm drrector, Marte Kenney, ordered hts doctor told him not to get tested
1
room and his friends' rooms searched because they are black (the r becauseofhowhewouldhavebeen
students, not the rooms). Could it have been that Kenney ordered the ' treated if the test came out posisearches because a computerized record showed that one of Stovall's tive.
Some of the most surprising inferfriends was the last person to use the computer room and that the two
had been seen together earlier the same night the computer was stolen?
Nah. That explanation is too easy.
There's no racial conflict and no conspiracy and it would never
become a made-for-television movie. Kenney's picture wasn't in the from page 1
paper, so I can't tell you whether she looks like a thug, but let's assume ter Monday afternoon. Gallagher
tltat she is also a swell person. But is she a racist?
and others passed around a petition
Well, before you accuse someone of racism, you better be damn sure regarding a number of issues of inthat they are. Reputations and careers of good, honest people can be terest to residents. Residents who
RCALAIIL/ ARISTAUCOIIDS/ %001NftRTAINMINT
destroyed when someone labels them a racist. Even if there is con- were asked to sign the petitition
ALBRNATIVEMUSIC
IN CHICAGO
said that racial concern was not
elusive evidence that the person is not a racist, the damage is done.
Just because Kenney didn' t tell residents tltat racism is a bad thing billed as the main issue.
JOB
JOB REQUIREMENTS:
after racist graffiti appeared in the elevator, doesn't mean she is a racist.
"We gathered 120 signatures,"
• 2 yearonrermnop tor a cot~<qe
• Full T~ St~t 10 punut of at
~n a Bac:heor's Degr~
There is gang graffiti in some of the elevators and bathrooms in the Gallagher said. The residence
SOphomore or Junoor
• love <Yld extm\lve
school'.'If President John Duff doesn't tell' students that gangs are·bad, center curr,ently hou~s 33,0 stu• 2o nours P« wee~<
kno~ ot mwtc
,....
does that.make him a gang banger'?
dents.
• =em~:',;;;, Promooon
• Some expenence '" retail, radio or
OCher muSIC-retatecJ cweas prefened
The graffiti in the dorm was removed daily, maintenance worker Jim
After news broadcasts and an ar._ '"'"'""''P" piit'ot BMG
• Creauve & energeoc per1on
Jackson told the Tribune, which is a good indication .th~t.t:aci~l'l\ is.not ticleirrtheCirlCagOU!iidgfilc)nofthii'"' l:'ll';r.1.;;:o.>·., , ·o,.ltlt>Uoon·• Naoonwlde
wt'<> s-eeks a career 1n !:he
· no th mg
' abo ut the 'graut
· n+.tl ,'th en
' 1 Chicago Tribune stated Monday's
Marketing Progr~m
tolerated in the dorm. If Kenney dtd
• Alternauve
S..>aty. 15 per nour and s220
mwtt 1nc1Jstry
would
ihe students have a pretty good gripe.
event was a racial issue, some resiP« mon!ll expen><>
8 Munh.lvl!c.:tr
Also, if white students ' rooms had not been searched and, according dents, who signed the petition, felt
For con~aoon. pease ma•l or raa your resume to:
to Duff, they were, then I would understand the black students' accusa- they were misled and asked to have
Kirsten Behncke · ~~G MUSt(, INC.
lions and the ensuing protest.
their names taken off of it Gallagher
Regarding the issue of the warrantless searches, it should be knoWfl said he cannot produce the petition
tltat the students signed leases allowing their rooms to be searched because it was stolen during
without a warrant If they didn't want their rooms searched, they shOuld Monday's disturbance.
M
have never signed the leases.
At 10:15 p.m. , a ftre alarm went
The protesters' demand tltat the school teach the students of their rights off.
1540 Broadway. 38th Floor. New York. New York I 0031>
as tenants is extreme and would probably be expensive. I don 't want
Residentsarerequiredtogotothe
Fax: 212/930-481>2
my tuition to go up just because some students are too lazy to go over lounge when a frre alarm goes off
to the Daley Center or a library and look up the tenants' rights laws for and are told to do so through a
themselves.
public announcing system. Shortly
You don't need a college education to read the back of a lease. But after the alarm was sounded, the
youdonccdaclue. Soonerorlaterweallhavetolcamtodothings for room was flooded with apourselves. That's kind of what college is all about.
proximately 200 residents.
1 Some residents voiced suspicions
And, fmally, to whoever stole the computer: Get a life.
tltat the alarm was set off to force
the entire dorm to attend the "sitin." "It was probabaly done by
someone who was trying to make
us look bad," Gallagher said.
The alarm was set off o n the third
floor, Kenney said.
$5
While residents wtJre still spilling
into the lounge, Gallagher got up on
BE PART OF THE CHRONICLE EDITORIAL a chair in the middle of the room
available for Music of the Baroque's
and tried to demand residents' atGala Orchestra Hall concert
STAFF FOR THE 1994-95 SCHOOL YEAR.
tention. Soon the crowd silenced
featuring
'Oll \ '-' 1\.'.ld /II,• ( /11 011h h• .llld \\ lh.'lh~o.· l :llll \ \.:' 1.' 1110: ~o.·d I I lll
and other residents got up on the
compl.11n~d about 11. no" "~o ur ch.llll'C tn be,, p.11t ol 11
++++
chair and voiced their concerns.
Stovall, a senior majoring in ftlm,
Rossini's Stabat Mater
Positions av~_.
·1
stated tltat the rooms of several of his
and
News Edltot
friends were searched and tltat the
Chopin's
Piano
Concerto
No. 2 in F Minor
them
was
only
connection
between
Features Editor
'1
that they are all African-Americans.
Managlng-~roclwetloa JCcUteio 1
++++
Eastman attempted to divert the
Advertisement M•••r
·
Thursday, May 12, 1994
discussion from the issue of race.
Deslgn-LayoutEdltor ' " . .
Orchestra Hall
2
"It'a an issue of respect," he said .
Copy Edltor1 i'>'.;"Jiiiii ;;
':"
Editorial P~aii.Edtto , - ~,..._
220 South Michigan Avenue
;.. "We're getting no respect from our
director, Marie Kenney. She
8:30pm
< doesn ' t treat my friends right, be
FOR ALL POSITIONS, APPLICANTS MUST BE:
"'ooj they black or white. Don't try to
Junior or senior atatua, havt uttnslvt knowlrd&t of word proussln&,
Tickets can be purchased after 5:00pm the day of the
duktop publltbla& software, aewtpapu layout and design.
;;;
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Special
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Tbose lnltrHttd ond tll&lble, see Michel Schwortz In room 802 of the Wobosh
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Dorms
see page 3

concert at The Orchestra Hall box office.
Valid student 10 required.
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By David Heitz
SlllffWritn

AIDS Awareness Week was a
chance for the students at Columbia to learn more about the disease
and how to protect themselves
from it. The College gave out
pamphlets about AIDS and condoms all week on the frrst floor of
all campus buildings. The panel
discussion AIDS: Caregivers and
Survivors, which took place on
May 5 at the residence center, was
a chance for Columbia students to
talk to people who lost friends and
relatives to the disease.
About 50 students were in attendance to hear the panel speak and
ask questions. The panel was made
up of four men; each with a different story to tell. Each one has
lost at least one loved one to AIDS.
The firSt panelist was PaUick, a
theater director and stage manager
from Chicago. He is also a gay man
who is IDV positive. PaUick told
the story of how he lost his partner
to the disease last January.
"I was with him, throughout his
final days of suffering," PaUick
said. "And I was there when he
died".
PaUick said the hardest thing was
the loneliness he felt after his
partner's death. But he boldly said,
"I would go through it all again for
someone I love."
PaUickexpressedfearsofhisown
death, now that he is
positive.
"I am not afraid of dying." PaUick
said. ''Everybody is going to die.
With me it will just happen a lot
sooner than I planned."
1be next panelist to speak was
David. David is a photography

mv

it

major at Columbia College. He lost
his mother to AIDS about a year
ago. Before his mother's death,
David put together a book of pictures that he had taken of her. He
had the book on display at the discussion.
"My mother contracted IDV from
unprotected sex with a man she had
a relationship with." he said. "She
died from hepatitis, brought on by

IDV."
David described his two sisters'
reactions to their mother being
diagnosed
positive and the
anger and sadness they felt. He also
told of how he couldn't tell his
father and his grandmother that his
mother had AIDS.
"I didn't tell them because I
didn' t want them passing judgment
on her," he said.
During the last weeks of her life,
he said, "she showed great courage,
never pain. She was very independent."
Ed, the next panelist to speak, told
of how he lost two brothers to
AIDS, because of intravaneous
drug use. One of his brothers was
diagnosed with
while in prison
and was then put in solitary confmemenl
"The governor fmally pardoned
him because of his condition." Ed
said. "He lived for about three or
four more months after being
released from jail."
Ed spoke of his third brother, who
is hospitalized with AIDS, but is
still in denial.
"The disease is also killing my
mother." Ed said. "She does n't
have it. She is dying from the stress
of seeing her children die."
Ed is in programs to help cope

mv

mv

"Q Qtn\S

Tempers flared when LaSker, who
. . . , hjl~ been _jpvited by the residents
who ·orgilitized · the· ''sit-in;•: was
make this into a racial thing." asked to leave the building.
Eastman pointed out that the
Although a resident signed the
former and current head resident reporter in, Lasker did not leave an
advisors, James Jackson and ID nor did he sign his name. SDI
Yveue Clark are both African- security guard Simon Castro inAmerican.
formed the cameraman that he
Regarding security deposits, could not videotape the event beJackson said, "If people are writing cause some residents didn' t want to
on the walls -- tum them in. That's be filmed.
your $300 just as it is mine. Don't
As security guards escorted Lassit and cry about what needs to be ker out of the building, they and
done; just do it."
residents argued heavily. Castro

hom page i
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with Columbia f ~
this summer!
SUMMER ABROAD '94 means
e:rddog courses in FUm, Photo,
English History, Humanities/
literature that get you
involved with England and
the English. Counes have
no prerequisites and count
toward your core course
requirements.
Places are going, 10 aet
now before you get left
behind!
For cost, course Information, and
appllcadoo.
Contact: JEANNE BORUTA
Dean of Students Office
623 S. Wabash, Room 301
(312) 663-1600 e:rt. 221
or HARRY PARSON
Academic: Advising
Room W300 e:rt. 621

takes People
with losing his brothers to AIDS.
He is also involved in a church
program to help IV drug users learn
about the threat of AIDS and how
to protect themselves from it.
Ed concluded by saying, "I have
been to 12 HIV related funerals so
far. I can't take any more."
The fmal panelist was a 75 yearold man named Thomas "Jeepers"
Jefferson. Jeepers (as he called
himself) is an ex-convict who has
spent 35 years of his life in prison.
Jeepers told about his son, a basketball player, who died from AIDS,
and the deaths of many more.
'1 saw a generation die of AIDS
because of IV drug use while I was
in prison." Jeepers said. "Big, strong
men disappeared into nothing."
Jeepers concluded by reciting a
poem that he had wriuen about
AIDS. The poem told of a powerful
creature in the jungle, who would
bow to no man. It told of how this
creaturediedafoolishdeath.
The forum concluded with a question and answer session. One of the
questions was asked of Patrick. He
was asked if he was afraid of dying,
since he is HIV positive.
"I am not afraid of dying. I am
only afraid of putting my loved
ones through it," PaUick said.
David was asked if he was afraid
of catching AIDS from his mother
while he lived with her.
"No," he said. "You cannot catch
AIDS by using the same towel. or
toothbrush, or silverware that some
else has used. This is a disease that
is only passible through blood or
bodily fluids, not through saliva or
any kind of casual contact."

t-";=;::;:;;;;;;;:~:~~~;;:;:;:====~~~~~~
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Michael Wright

Who be is:
Michael Wright has been an artist in residence for Columbia College's
ftlm department for the past two and a half years and was a part-time
film instructor for the preceeding two and a half years.
What he has done:
Wright filmed the theaUical feature projects Paradise, Carney, Last
Set and Life of the Party; musicals such as E Play Smooth and
Amadeus; and commercials for Converse, Beneuon and Armani Exchange. The film crews he used for these projects were made up of his
students and former students.
What b e like about hlsjob:
One of the pleasures of having done this job for five years is the
reaction from professionals and former students when they s hake your
hand or just say thank you.
Advice to students:
My advice is that education is the ticket to the world you want. I would
not want to be a student today. It is difficult to go to school in 1994. I
am sure it is easy to be.discouraged, lose your focus and forget the
purpose of what school is about. Choose work that makes the largest
conUibution to society. The rewards will follow .

~led the Chicago Police Department.
. When p,ol~ce arrived, residents
started spilling. iiito the Street and
blocking traffiC. As police oflicen; led
Lasker into the back of a police truck,
Meier yelled repeatedly, ''What's up
with freedom of the pcss?"
Gallagher was pushed around by
one officer. Meier yelled, "What
are you pushing on him for?" One
officer then told Meier he was
under arrest, while another spun
him around, pushed him against the
wall and handcuffed him.
Meanwhile, the fire alarm went off
again at 11:20 p.m., causing some
residents to return to the lounge.
Dozens of residents remained outside and were ordered to go in by
police. Some argued with police officers, trying to convince them to
release Lasker and Meier.
Adam Geiger said he was antagonized by a cop who told him he
was disturbing the peace and ordered him to return to the building.
Geiger was then arrested for disorderly conduct.
The firSt apparent sign of racial
tension in the dorms was an April
22 argument between roommates,
Heather Spencer, who is white, and
Sophia Perkins, who is black , that
culminated with physical violence
and alleged racial insults. Perkins'
mother called the police.
The issue was addressed in a judicial board meeting, and Spencer
moved to a different room. Spencer
claims this was not a racial incid ent. "It was a fight between
roommates," she said. "But if it
was a racial issue, it was about her
calling me white trash." Perkins
refused to be interviewed for this
story.

Education:
Wright graduated from the American Film Institution in 1986. ,
Philosophy or life:
Don't fear failure.
Future plans:
To retire onto an olive plantation in Greece without a forwarding
address.

By Onita Mack
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We're not children anymore
Due to rumors about racism in the
dorms, about our damage deposit
being unfairly taken and some

My son has been coming to school with me for the better part of the last
two years. It is only due to the kindness of the staff and students of
olumbia that we have managed.
My son would like you to print a farewell in the paper as a tribute of
. f
'th
gratitude from both of us, as we couldn't have gouen th1s ar WI out their
help.

people's personal problems with
the Resident Life Assistance, a
petition was being passed around
and a meeting was held at 10 p.m.
on Monday, May 2.
Due to either poor speaking skills
or the fact that the fire alarm had

I am going to move because my mom is going to graduate, so I want to
say goodbye. I want to thank the students and teachers. I want to thank all
the teachers for letting me stay in their classrooms, all the students who
gave me candy and talked to me about sharks and dinosaurs and the ones
who helped me with my homework. I want to thank the cleaning lady for
keeping me company. I wantto thank all the teachers who played with me
and talked to me.
I feel sad about leaving Columbia, so I want to say goodbye. When I
first got here, I was six years old. When I was six, I used to sit and wait
for my aunt to pick me up. Now I am 8 years old. My favorite classes are
screenwriting, fiction writing and learning about dinosaurs. The cleaning
lady was keeping me company so I was no t alone. She would just smile
at me when I used to help her. All the students were nice to me. All the
students would play with me. At flfSt, they were all strangers and I was
not supposed to talk to strangers, but the more I got to know them, the
more I learned from them.
I feel sad, so I want to say goodbye to all my friends and teachers.
From the boy on the 12th floor,
Thanks,
Jayce
..._....;....;_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.

been pulled, the main speaker was
not understood. Asked repeatedly
to be clear on what the problems
were, he finally produced a list of
things which he and many others
thought needed to be changed. The
main reason people auended was
because of the rumor that people 's
damage deposit would not be
returned. However, we heard very
little about this. Instead we were
bombarded with claims that the entire "black population" at the
Columbia dorms were being discriminated against. A computer
was stolen from the dorm computer
room. This prompted the search of
one of the R.A.'s rooms. Due to the
policy stating that any complaint
must be investigated, this person's
room had to be searched.
The fact that the person was black
meant nothing to me. I thought it to

~Elizabeth Aguado

MAY9,.t994

for some reason, were the only
people to have been investigated. If
this is true, I would have to wonder
why.
My only other personal experience with racism in the dorms
was the existence of a swastika
carved into the paint of the elevator
doors, but the grafitti all around it
suggested that there was actually an
ANTIRACISM attitude in the
dorms.
The re didn't seem to be any
problems which couldn't be solved
by going to an RCC meeting and
calmly explaining. what the problem was. When challenged as to
whether or not anyone had ever
gone to these meetings, they had to
admit they hadn't
My personal feelings about the
evening are that the majority of the
people there cared little about the
issues. People laughing about the
very problems we were there to
hear about led me to believe that it
must not be that big of a problem if
no one can find it in them to take it
seriously. The issues talked about,
whether r eal or imagined,
prompted either yelling matches or
sarcastic remarks, rather than
debate and discussion. I found
myself feeling sorry for the person
who appeared to be the leader of the
meeting. It appeared he had called
all these people together to hear

him talk and yet he dido't IIJ1e
much to say.
The problems were many, the liDdents were not behavina in a WIIJ
which might allow for a posid"'
solution. We were yellina 111d
fighting among ourselves, lryina 10
intimidate those with an opinloa
contrary to our own into lhuaina
up.
We're not children, 10 we
shouldn't throw a temp« lllltnlm
when something's not goina riabt;
we need to control our tempera llld ·
get the point across. Commllllication was a tool very few seemed 10
know how to use vecy well. Speat
with the people who are there 10
help you and do it in a civlllzecl
way; let them know you're serioul
without insulting them and your
chances of success are much beacr.
Fighting amongst ourselves is DOl
the answer. Let's sit down and get
the facts. If we mutually decide lhlt
there's something worth changing
- chances are it will get changed.
But we've got to do it through the
proper channels.
From what I can see, there is no
evidence to support the claim lhlt
the system here at the dorms isn't
working. The only people who disagree with me on this are those who
haven't even tried. Better luck next

be a bit paranoid to assume that
because he was black, it was a racist
action to search his room. His astime.
''
Last week Scott Molenhouse incorrectly wrote in his article, ''Petition sumption is that he, and his friends
John Nellloa
[or Recycling," that the Science and Math Club operates the recycling
program. In fact, this is the responsibility of the Science and Math
Department. The club became very invloved because so many of our
members are employed by the department and have worked directly with
the recycling program. Their flfSt-hand contact generated the initial desire
The Chronicle editorial staff during the Holocaust - Nazis world. In Germany, they murder
for massive change, a desire that was later also expressed by, among strikes again! Not only did they don'trespectfreespeech,theyonly Turkish immigrants and desecrate
others, members of the Student Organizations Council, the Hokin Student choose to run an advertisement use it to spread their lies and synogogues and cemeteries; in
Advisory Board and Residence Community Council, as well as Earth from Bradley R. Smith, infamous promote their bigotry, with the help Italy, a fascist political party will
Week Committee. Together, we decided to move ahead with the campus- anti-Semite and Holocaust denier, of others like Michel Schwartz.
take approximately one-third of
wide petition.
.
but when complaints and protests
Likeitornot,Chronic/estaff, by parliamentary seats when a rightThis brings me to another point Two complimentary petitions were were addressed to the ChronlcJe, priq,t ing .that piece of ,trash, you .wing coalition fq~ms ,a AC<W
submitted 10 Dr. Duff- I) a general petition expressing deep dissatisfac - exec utive director Mic hel provided a forum to a Nazi who government this month; ilnd last
tion with the recycling program and demanding change, and 2) a very Schwartz attempted in !he next uses naive, inexperienced ·jonr- ' "'Wee~d'm ~1\!inlfoad,Jiist outside
specific petition submitted by the Science and Math Club itself that issue to- justify the'·pape r's · miliSts to help him gain an audience of Chicago, fascists burned a cross
outlined the recommendations for reform mentioned in the article. We negligent, indefensible affront to among youth. How used you must on the lawn of a black family who
made the "mistake" of moving into
were aware that not all students would necessarily prescribe the same the Columbia College community. feel.
As journalists, you s hould a "white" neighborhood. Never
Her editorial in the Apri125 issue
ideas that we had come up with, so it was decided that they would be kept
separate while still going on record.
argued that the issue at stake was remember some of the basic prin- since the days of the Civil Rights
Lastly, to Jon Bigness: yes, the Science & Math Club did gladly look free speech, that this well-known ciples of the profession you are Movement has there been such a
into buying more bins. However, until the structure of the program is neo-Nazi has a right to publish in pre paring to enter. The First strong need for anti-racists to
changed, it seems to us that this is an impractical action that does nothing the pages of our student newspaper Amendment to the Constitution remember the ugly lessons r1 the
to resolve the real problem at hand. Short on people-power, without proper and that people who protested in- llw....Iwl guarantee access to a Holocaust Neyerapjn really docs
storage facilities and without an agency to handle final can pick-ups, clusion of the ad were auacking private publication. The First mean right now. The only debate
simply increasing the number of bins at this point would do little good. free speech and depriving Smith of Amendment was enacted to proteCt about the Holocaust we need to
And by the way, there are more than four bins on campus (both paper and his right to express his opinions. individuals and organizations from have concerns about is how to
cans) - unfortunately, most are secluded in offices, away from most Nazis, Klansmen, white government interference in theiraf- prevent it from ever happening
student visibility or convenient access. Keep the petitions coming in to supremacists, fascists - whatever fairs. It is not a sword with which again.
On May 7, anti-racist Columbia
me at the office of student life! We'll collect them as lo ng as we need to! you call them - are the greatest every person who makes an outLynne M. Meyer deniers of free speech in the world. landish, untrue, bigoted statement College s tudents and other
C lub President Genocide does, after all, deprive its can invoke their Constitutional Chicagoans will 'travel to
victims of all their rights, including righttopublish their hateful ranting Springfield to protest the
K.K.KINazi demonstration to be
free speech. It also aims to ter- wherever they choose.
Neo-Nazi ideas are powerful not held at the state capitol on that day.
There is a new flyer from the socialist/communist club of Columbia rorize all who defend those being
in themselves, not in the abstract, Chronicl~readers who hate racism
College. It states that it is OK to take away free speech as long as it comes attacked.
The lessons are clear - from the but in the context of the repressive, and want to build a better world
from the KKK or Nazis.
The socialists in our school are hypocritical liars and thugs who use silencing by lynching of African- right-wing actions that they foster should contact the Midwest Antithreats of harm to oppress their opponent's right to protest socialist views. Americans by the KKK in the U.S., and encourage. The current debate Klan Netwmk this week. Loolt for
On the week of April 15 to 19, I experienced some of that socialist to the bombing of anti-apartheid with Holocaust deniers takes place signs and ads around the campus.
KlntiD Roberti
strong-armism in the Hokin Center. Since I hate socialists and what they activists in South Africa, to the in the context of fascist auacks are
International Socialist Clab
stand for, I tore down a few signs and one of the members of this crazy wiping out of millions of Jews once again being made around the
group saw me do it.
The spokeswoman of this group then proceeded to fmd me in the Hokin
a half-hour later.
The socialist then yelled and insulted me in front of John Moore, the
The appearance of the Arrikan Residence Hall. Immediately fol- rooms searched. Now, bysearc:hlq
Assistant Dean of Students. He heard the whole thing. The socialist idiots Alliance at Columbia's Residence lo wing the theft, five black
these rooms, is Marie Kenny
then assailed me for suppressing free speech (by taking down some signs), Hall o n Tuesday, Ma y 3, has
students' rooms were entered and saying she has a basis for her
the same thing they are telling us to do to the KKK and Nazis.
proven to be the most serious of the investigated with the help of SDI suspicion of each black student?
You see, all I did was take some signs down. I don' t stand outside their
hall 's recent tensions. With the security.
With rash action and poor judgmeetings and bust heads or scare people away. There's a difference.
violent confrontation between two
Understanding fully the rights of ment being made from the ball's
The Socialist Club thinks it is OK to hurt Nazis, but you better not hurt
students fresh on residents' minds, the administration to search a director, is it any wonder tho
the socialists. They don'tlike it and will usc the same reasoning as a Nazi. many are asking, " What's in store
student's room on suspicion a lone, Afrikan Alliance is needed to brina
They arc just as crue l as Nazis and have demonstrated this very clearly. for us next? " Hopefully, the
I asked Marie Kenny, "On what this injustice to light? Wake up
When a commie socialist threatens my life over a dumb thing such as sign Afrikan Alliance' s presence will be
grounds were these suspicions residents-it's about time.
ripping, I must warn the public that oppressive politics will never die until the~ this dorm needs.
based?"
With concern,
we stop it.
For those who arcn ' t aware, a
White students were not interDamen Gallaaber
Communism and socialism arc failures and your speeches (to the compute r was stole n from the
rogated, nor were any of their
Socialist C lub) arc only causing people to jo in the KKK and write racist
remarks in our school. Even the Chicago Tribune highlighted the fac t that
raci.~m is rising at Columbia.
TilE \ 'IE\\ S E\:PIU:SSEI> 0\ TilE EDI I'<HH \I. I' \( ; 1· 01· 1111
Blame Nazis and socialists and remember what country gives you the
CllllO.\'/C/. h" 1>0 \01' I~EFI.ECI' I'IIOSF 01-' COil \I BI \
freedom to choose.
Nuoml St~wurt
COLU:<;E, TilE .JOt 1{\ \I.IS\1 IH:P I.
1111-' 11/W \/( II.
Senior

Keep petitions coming

Socialist has all the answers

Socialists strike again

Dorm searches questioned
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Students need to pitch in
In response to: What Recycling
Program?

(Apri125, 1994, issue)

Dear Anonymous:
Currenlly, there is a pilot recycling
program for office paper in effect at

Once the office paper is collected. it is stored on the first floor
of the 624 S. Michigan building
and in the basements of the 600 S.
Michigan and the 623 S. Wabash
buildings. An independent waste
hauler takes the paper from our
buildings to Recycling Services,
Inc., 3301 W. 48th Place, Chicago.
Some locations on campus have
been accumulating aluminum cans
which we volunteered to collect,
although collecting cans is not part

Columbia which is channeled
tbrough the Science and Mathematics Department The idea is for
Ibisprogram to beeventuallystudent
operated. However, so far, not one
llllldent has come forward to assume
the leadership role. With the
administration's approval, two studcills were hired and are currently
being paid to make collections on a
regular basis during the cowse of the
semesfa', This schedule has not been of the pilot recycling program. The
adhered to for various reasons rang- used cans, however, unlike paper.
ing from a breakdown in are open invitations to cockroaches
communication to students making and rats. For this reason. we have
changes in their work schedules. not been storing them along with .
This breakdown has caused much the paper until the volume is great
frustration for persons within the enough to warrant a pickup by the
community, including yours truly. It independent hauler. Instead,
is probably the catalyst behind yOID' volunteers (faculty and/or staff)
<;omments. This is an area which have been transporting the
needs much improvement and I can aluminum cans to the West Town
assure you that it will be given im- Recycling Station, Inc., 2060 W.
mediate attention.

OPINION

North Avenue, Chicago, and elsewhere. These centers pay from $.20
-.30 per lb. for aluminum scrap
metal. According to OlD' books, $99
has been collected for the cans over
the current academic year. These
funds will be used to purchase
recycled paper bins which you
shall see appearing in the buildings
within a few weeks.
My door is always open to students and I welcome any questions,
concerns, comments and suggestions that you may have. You can
help strengthen the pilot recycling
effort here at Columbia and make
it more successful and justify future expansion by volunteering an
hour or two of your time per week.
Stand up and do not remain
anonymous! Come on in! Sign up
to do some time in the recycling
trenches. Last week was Earth
Week; where were you?
Charles E. Cannon,
Chairperson
Science & Mathematics
Deparbnent

Socialism misrepresented?
I would like to respond to Corey cent (U.S. Census Bureau). As the
Rather than supporting what I
White's opinion that appeared in gap between the rich and the rest have said with the writings of a
the April 25 Chronicle, regarding widens, it becomes apparent that third-rate science fiction writer, I
Naomi Stewart's criticism of the capitalist system is a failure for would like 10 quote someone who
socialism. Not only is White's theover90percentofuswhowork actually did something fo r
definition of socialism just as reac- to create the wealth, yet have no humanity. In 1967, Martin Luther
tionary and distorted as Stewart's, share of it
King Jr. said, "One day we must ask
but White would have us believe
Unlike the examples that White the question, 'Why are there 40
that capitalism is the ultimate ex- cited, those in which the state con- million poor people in America?"'
pression of humanity.
trolled the wealth while competing And when you begin to ask that
Quoting Ayn Rand, White in a capitalist world market, we question, you are raising questions
religiously refutes socialism by define socialism as a system based about the economic system, about
saying that "Whoever claims the on need, not profit We believe in a a broader distribution of wealth.
'right' to 'redistribute' the wealth system in which the vast majority When you ask that question, you
produced bY others is cfaiming the ofth'e people who create the wealth begin to question the capitalistic
'right' 10 ·treat human -~&~••as _-.\l,(th,l) .~\ll"!fil.S'?.n1f9l and distribute economy. And to ask questions
chattel." Isn't that "right" already that we81tli in a democratic system -about the whole .society ... When I
claimed by capitalists and big busi- according to need.
say question the whole society, it
ness owners who keep the majority
We are an activist organization, means ultimately coming to see
of the profit tO themselves, while involved in fighting against all that the problem of racism, the
"distributing" a tiny portion as a forms of oppression and linking up problem of economic exploitation
wage to the working people who the struggles of a racism, sexism, and the problem of war are all tied
created it?
homophobia and the auack on the together." King was accurate in
Between 1979 and 1992, the poor. It is only through mass strug- 1967 and his words are even more
average CEO's earnings tripled, so gle that the "somehow" of ending a applicable today.
they now make close to 300 times system ofoppression and economic
Nolan Lee
Representative, International
that of their workers, while one in exploitation can be replaced with a
five working Americans now live socialist system that is based on Socialist Club
in poverty, an increase of 50 per- need, not greed.

And the debate goes on
While I bave great reluctance to
ompt to respond to a newsarticle
in a letler, I feel that it is necessary
kl do so to clear up the confusion
which results from comments by a
person who is herself oonfused be-

cause ofherlackofknowledgeand
understanding of the program's
coostruction operation. I am, of
course, referring to the comments
of Rose Economou about the
'-oadcast journalism program in
tbeMay2editionoftheC/u'onicle.
Ms. Economou's focuses on the
requirement in the Television
News Practicwn calling for "the
need to create Wlh three news
packages in time for graduation."
In fact, one would only bave to
look at the entire program and realize that until the student gets to the
Practicum, he/she has mostly llrint
mentation and the three packages
become a major achievement. All
of us would acknowledge that the
lraining in package production is
ldumbrated by time constraints.
Bill until there is more, rather less
lraining in television methods, it is
almost heroic that a student who is
diligent will graduate with a
lllllple of work which is fairly
professional in nature. Unless
lbcn is an entire broadcast jour-

nalism program in place - a fouryear program - the idea of
producing a daily news package is
visionary. When the program
began in 1986, more than four
years before Ms. Economou arrived, it was very experimental and
was developed by John Gibbs, who
ran WMAQ-TV's newsroom for
19 years, Jim Disch who was then
assistant news director at WGNTV and myself. We must bave
done something right because the
program, for all of its lacks, has
grown to five times its size.
The structure of the program
needs revision. There needs to be
additional broadcast journalism
writing classes and we may have to
add to and subtract from what we
now have, but it is working and
many of our B J . graduates are getting jobs out of training plus their
internships. Ms. Economou is right
when she says, "Broadcast journalists need to know many crafts:
how to produce, how to report.
how to write and the principles of
howtoedit"Weacceptthatendorsement of what we are now doing.
When we get a person who knows
how to add to the program, it will
become even more effective. Any
reluctance I may have shown has

been with the knowledge that the

television deparunent needed to
make this program work with the
already successful general
television education program.
Since Ms. Economou does not understand that we are serving more
than 500 students hl:.si.dc.s the BJ.
majors who must also use our
facilities, it needs to be pointed out
that in the regular program alone,
we have 220 students in field
production and editing who are
getting by on 18 field units (with
two reserved for BJ.). This is
roughly one unit per class. She has
never bothered to find this out
With regard to the so-called suggested changes, none of them
address the matters mentioned
above with the exception of suggestions abo ut a two-track
program which might be a good
idea and the coordination of broadcast news writing courses which
all three involved departments
have already agreed will be done.
It seems desirable to demystify
at least one other item in Ms.
Economou' s unrestricted comments. she says she would like to
hand out camcorders to everyone
(rather than invest $50,000 in bigger cameras). The television

SE.X ...

Stop the violence
Violent acts of crimes committed by people with guns are on the rise in
our country. U.S. News reported in their January 17 issue that the number
of guns in America have increased from 54 million in 1950 to 201 million
in 1990. This is a shame and it's time for a change. So many children and
teens are wounded or killed by senseless drive-bys and bike-bys. We hear
a lot about drive-bys, but now teens are riding around on their bikes and
shooting at each other. If you don't believe me, come to my hood. I live
in Englewood, one of the most crime-ridden communities in America.
Each night, I come close to tears when I watch the news and hear of
another boy or girl gunned down. I hear of schools being let out early
because of gang or drug-related shootings. Our children's education is
being halted because of the violence.
I remember riding the bus one afftemoon when, out of nowhere, a teen ran
up to the bus yelling, "Let me in, they're shooting in my school." When the
driver let him in, he told us that the police and school officials had closed
down the school because of gangs shooting in the cafeteria. That kid was so
nervous that he couldn't sit still, he constantly twitched and turned. He told
all ofus on the bus that he wasn'tgoing back 10 school ever. He was apparently
afraid of being shot Our children are living in fear. Either they're afraid to go
to school or they're afraid 10 leave once there.
I know exactly what our kids are going through because last year, on my
way home from school, I was almost shot while only a block away from
my house. When I heard gun shots ring out, two teenagers were running
behind me, trying to shoot another teen in front of me. I made it home
safely, but I was afraid. I thought I was going to die.
Three weeks ago, I was almost shot again. This time a couple of guys
threw a bottle at me and started yelling their gang's name. Then they
started shooting. I don't know if they were shooting at me because there
were other guys across the street The bottle was definitely intended for
me, and all this happened a block away from my house.
I understand our children's hurt and pain because I face the same thing.
Something has to be done about this quickly because we are losing a
generation. I used to always hear politicians talk about peace in the Middle
East but what about peace in American city slreets. U.S. News also 'reported
in the same issue that more than 6 million violent crimes arecommitteda year.
What is the government doing to combat this growing trend of gun violence?
Nothing, not unless you call building more jails and adding more police to the
streets something. One of the solutions to the problem is getting these guns
off the streets andoutofthehandsof our youth. I'm not just talkingaboutAK
47s or Uzis, I'm talking about all guns.
Since the government doesn't seem 10 understand this logical solution,
I say to all: Have faith in God, stand strong, stand steadfast and love
everybody. We should love even when we don't feel like loving because
the power of love is our strength. This is the final and hardest solution 10
come by.
Fred Wood
Broadcast Journalism Major
department has DQ $50,000 upgrade the broadcast journalism
cameras but, moreover, is trying program by adding an additional
valiantly to meet the editing needs faculty member, I responded. My
of the present group of students statement was that I felt the most
who are involved in field produc- important objective of making a
tion and editing. We could do this change was to put together a better
but no one would have the time to broadcast journalism program.
edit anything!
Even this statement was distorted
The television, radio and jour- in the report that was printed.
nalism departments have made
My continuous objection to the
great strides with this program, but stories quoting Ms. Economou ihat
there is much more to be done. have appeared in the past three
What I hope for is that the program years is that her words always apwhich I invented in 1986willreach pear in a vacuum around which
its full flower with a person in other's thoughts are filled in to
charge who wants to work with all support a very jaundiced position.
concerned to make an even larger
Fmally, for Ms. Economou to
success than we have had so far. describe herself as the only person
The success of this program is who helps BJ. students to "find a
demonstrated by the number of place to belong" is whimsical at
those from elsewhere who have best While I cannot speak for AI
come here to learn and the schools Parker, I can provide a long list of
who are, in point of fact, trying to BJ. students who do come to talk
copy what we are doing. It would with me and get help. It is very self
be nice if we could reinvent serving for Ms. Economou to sugColumbia and make BJ. a stand- gest that only she counsels these
alone program, but the cost of it students.
would be excessive. So we will
I believe that this letter offers a
have to make adjustments that will more fair and balanced picture of
assure that it works better; not with the situation that actually exists. I
words but with deeds.
regret the distortion that has
When your staff writer called me demanded this reply.
a week ago 10 ask for my comEdward L. Morris, Cbair
ments with regard 10 the plan to
Television
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Clements is the driving force of The Buzz
Grisel Y. Acosta
Corr<spondmt

If you are still not convinced that
Columbia is a hot-spot for
~=====================~creativity, despite the Chronicle
having covered many of
By Mary Wisniewski
Columbia's very own musical
Corr<spondmt
talents, then just give a listen toUI'
The South Loop Club, located at 701 S. State, one block west of Sister's Got the Groove, by Tile
Columbia College on Balbo, specializes in over 50 types of beer ranging Buzz featuring]. C. Clements. This
from Strohs to Elephant to Sapporo Dry (the original "dry beer" blues band· has just released their
imported from Japan). They sell domestic pitchers for $6, imports for fust CD and have already started on
$7 and prepare shots of kamakaze, J-E-L-L-0, Kool-aid and water- what looks like a promising career.
Clements moved to Chicago in
melon for a mere dollar.
After sitting down at the full bar or at a bar-table and sucking down a September 1992 to
few cool ones, take a peek at the menu and you'll fmd some very get a degree in
appetizing lunch items for very reasonable prices. I tried the Philly music management
Steak that was sliced paper thin with just enough juice and flavor that at Columbia. Her
reminds me of walking down South Street in Philadelphia.
bassist,
Chris
My dining partner, who had the "Finest Tubesteak in all of Chicago," Bernhardt, is also a
enjoyed his meal for a mere $4.50. His lunch came with a basket of Columbia student
curly fries and fresh garnishes. The burgers are cooked on an open grill pursuing the same
and the smell brings one back to a summertime backyard barbeque. The degree. The two
ingredients used are just as fresh and, quite frankly, it's cheaper to eat met at Buddy
at South Loop for the same delights. "An In town Bar and Grill with a Guy's Lege nds,
neighborhood flair" rings true when you visit this swanky bar. They along with their
have a CD jukebox, dart boards and a relaxed staff that makes everyone other band members,
g uitarist
feel at home.
As a student, I know how hard-pressed we all are for money. If you Frank Blinkal and
only have $5, you can still buy yourself a beer, leave a good tip and drummer J o hn
enjoy the complimentary buffet which starts everyday at 4 p.m. If you Hannrahan.
The new CD was
live in the neighborhood, you'll be happy to know that the South Loop
is open until4 a.m. everyday and 5 am. on Saturdays. So stick around recorded in one day
after class with some friends, get drunk, eat heartily and be merry!
at
Evanston 's
Studio Media. All
·
th e tracks are

[~...J
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-Sports Reporter

The Cubs 12-game losing streak was broke Wednesday, May 4, by a
5-2 victory over the Cincinnati Reds.
Contributing to the North Side loser's miracle were Sammy Sosa and
Eddie Zambrano, each hitting a ho me run. Also adding to the mix were
Glenallen Hill, who went 2-for4, Ryne Sandberg (2-for-3) and Steve
Buechele (1-for-3 with a RBI).
Steve Trasehel also drove in a run with a single off Tom Browning
(3-1) in the fourth inning.
Tht_defense came fro~ shoJUtop Shawon Dunston with a fifth innirig·
dive mto the hole taking away a hit from Kevin Jarvis and an inning
ending double play in the sixth.
The pitching came from a strong seven-inning, two-run, four-hit
performance by rookie Steve Trasehel He was aided by relievers Dan
Plesac, Jose Bautista and Randy Myers, who struck out the side in the
ninth for his fourth save.
It was the rookie that won the game but not without a little help from
Ernie Banks and a goat. Before the game a 49-year-old curse was lifted
by Sam Sianis, owner of Billy Goat tavern. In 1945, he and a billy goat
were denied admission to Wrigley Field. This was also the last year the
Cubs were in the World Series.
·
On Wednesday, after several other attempts to break the losing streak,
a billy goat was allowed to circle the field with Banks. This proved to
be the trick after such innovative solutions as a meeting with fans by
manager, Tom Trebelhom, and wearing road jerseys in the friendly
confmes had failed.
Despite the losing streak, Cubs facts came out in droves Wednesday.
I had a good feeling about the Cubs winning because Tom Browning
has had trouble at Wrigley. He's a high-ball pitcher and this is perfect
for hitters in Wrigley.
After the game, the facts did not leave for some time so they could
celebrate the fust and possibly o ne of the small number of games the
Cubs will win at Wrigley this year. This team is pathetic.
This was my fust time attending a game at Wrigley Field and if they
keep playing poorly, it will be the last for some time to come.
If one wants to be entertained as well as see a winning baseball team,
the White Sox are the only game in town. Sorry Cubs fans, but the truth

hurts.
As for breaking the Major League record of 17 straight home losses
held by the 1932 New York Yankees, don't worry-there are still over
130 games left in the season. Maybe next time the Cubs can do it right.

from page 1
to ten hours out of the house, away
from the home, without doing a
disservice to their community or
their families? There are those of us
who choose not to get involved due
to lack ofinformation or direction."
"First of all," Roberson said, "you
have to have yourself together
before you get involved in community ~ervice, because these are
people you' re going to help."
Rober11011 takes 19 credit hours
here at Columbia, wotkt 40 hour» u

no holy union/you don't have to
worry about falling Into addiction/this ain't no Institution."
Check out the interesting way they
decide to end the tune, too. It just
sort of mellows out gradually
without losing any of its intensity.
On " Call Off Your Love,"
Clements' voice sounds the very
best. She utilizes the high-pitched,
girly-sounding end of it. On "I've
Come a Lon& Way," she tends to
scream deeply and the low tone
sounds a bit forced. She should not
be afraid to sound ultra-feminine.
She has a kind of
Horne
thing going on.
Blinkal, again,
d e liv ers
awesome guitar
playing on "You
Did It." But fora
change of pace,
Clements plays
guitar
on
" E m m a
Louise." She
that s he
to show
cal
backon the
and chose
track to do it

Ill[ ..,...;;:J BE ~~ original except f<;>r
r--,
a cover of Lonme
Mack 's
"Oreo

By Ken Dickens

Service

down."
The phrase rings true in
Clements' own life. She's been
working in the music business
since she was 16 years old, and has
managed to get respeet wherever
she goes. " Being a girl in the business is hard. People would
automatically pay or talk to Frank
and do business with him," Clements said. The band would end up
having to explain that Clements
was running the business end of it.
Clements is only 22 years old and
takes on quite a workload. "I handle

week, hasasocialtifeand still finds
the time to be involved in three
community service organizations.
"I find in my heart to take care of
things in my community and
Chicago is my comm unity ,"
Roberson said. "The things that
happen to the youth and women,
they're things that I feel I should
take responsibility and take care of
because uplifting people is my
life."
"I don't separate community sec-

Service
see page 8

Cookie Blues."
Clements writes all
of the lyrics and she
writes the music
along with Bernhardt and Blinkal.
The title track on the CD is etassic. It is simply a well put-together
blues song. Not enough can be said
aboutBlinldil's'liMnton the guitar. ·•
He starts off the tune with a much
funkier '70s sound, but.lhen
delivers" the"gao<l ol' blues. Clements reinforces the power of the
song by singing liberating lyrics,
such as, "No man can hold me

on
all of the business, I own the label
Buddy
's
the CD is on,I book the band, I own Legends '?11 May 16; and Shades in
33 pen:ent of the publishing rights Deerfield on May 19. "Wegetalot
and I do all of the public rela~ of encOUragement from i.mpor1ant
wort," Cements said.
people," Clements said. She is invlJbe result·of II«· and tile-band's .~Y.~!9.1J!!df!r..Qifl· "'f
hard work is evident on songs like you're good to the busincsa tt Will
"SaveMe,':l:rbemelodyisslow1Dl •be good to yOU. "fi'"yo'U~'up a
kind of dirty in a good way. The front, people won't want to deal
lyrics are at their best in this traclc with you," Cements has no probA sample: "You don't have to feel lem there.
tied down and commiUed/this ain't

Floyd emphasizes CBMR's purpose
By Katrice Hardaway
Comspondmt

The Center for Black Music Research is a hidden treasure at
Columbia College. It offers a wide
variety of activities and events that
students should know about.
Once a year the CBMR holds a
concert featuring the men from the
Morehouse College Glee Club.
This year's big extravaganza was
held last month.
The CBMR has a library located
on the 6th floor of the Wabash
building. Students can listen to
music of black performers, as well
as read about them and other black
figures.
Some courses in black music are

in the works. Three of them are
already in effect but expect to see
the rest of them sometime within
the next year. "We will rotate them
in some fashion, offering up to
three courses a semester," said
Samuel Floyd, CBMR's director.
"So in that route we can serve a
larger body of students."
The CBMR offers a lot of literature, such as the CBMR Journal,
which is published twice a year.
You can get it through subscription, or at the center for $15. Those
interested in the publication can
write to: Columbia College, 600 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago, 11..60605.
There are many activities and
programs being planned for the
center. "We're going to be explor-

ing in the upcoming week in a vecy
in-depth way," Royd said. "From
that exploration will grow some
events that we will be announcing
very soon."
The CBMR is now working on a
project that explores the common
roots and musical characterislic8 of
Latin Americans, AfricanAmericans and West Indians. "OW
of that program will grow performances that will help us to explore
our roots," Royd said. "Some vecy
good music is going to be
produced."
To find out what the Center for
Black Music Research bas to offer,
contact 663-1600 exL SS9 or drop
by room '600 in the Wabash building.

ATTENTION J ..ST1JlD£NTS
Applications for the 1994-1995 John Fischetti Scholarship are now
available!

STOPBYTHE J-DEPARTMENT FOR AN APPLICATION
Full-time Columbia students who specialize in print or broadcast
journalism, photojournalism, editorial art or political cartooning are
eligible for a scholarship. Awards are based upon merit, nnancial need
and service in the student's specialty area.

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS MAY 10, 1994
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Columbia students' work praised
By Sergio Barreto
SIJif{Writu

Two graduates from the Columbia film school walked away with
Certificates of Regional Merit at
the 1994 Student Academy
Awards. The competition was organized by the Academy of Motion
Pictures Arts and Sciences.
David Pryor. a graduate, won one
ofthe three awards in the animation
category for Shoes. Toni Sherwood, a graduate, won one of the
awards in the dramatic category for
Under the ltifluence.
The Student Academy Awards is
in its 21st year and the Film Center
at the Art Institute has been involved with it from the very
beginning.
''We are proud to be involved in
an on-going program that encourages excellence in student
fJ.lmmaking," said John litis, a
member of the fJ.!m Center Advisory Committee, at the April 21
awards presentation. "A program
that has opened doors to film
careers for many. including some
of our past regional winners."
The Academy revamped the
regional competition system this
year. Region 2, which includes Dlinois, previously included only
five states. Now it has 40 states
including the entire mi'dwest and
states as far north as Maine and as
far west as Arizona.
'
' These changes resul~ in more
fierce competition," ~aid Rich
Miller, Academy Awards administration director. "But they
also resulted in an increase in the
quality of the fJ.!m selec~:"
There were 120 student films
originally received by regional
coordinator Dan Lately at -the
,.University of-Ne)lrask:a.; lG1J1111els
: o~ judges_ l)'lll,l f.~~- ~ev~n ~ays,
VIeWed all entries ana ilaffi>wSd
them down to 29 semi-finalists.
Four more panels of judges met in
Chicago in early april and.5elected
three winners ofequal merit in each
of the competition's four
~1:£Ctries: animation, dramatic,

documentary and experimental.
Due to the geographical spread of
the competition, most winners
could not participate in the awards
ceremony. "Hometown boys" Pryor
and Sherwood were the only winners to attend the program.
In Pryor's humorous sevenminute Shoes, Charlie Joe and his
cat, Mothballs, are harassed not
only by shoes but by nearly every
object and appliance in Joe's
cramped apartment. Shoes was
financed by Columbia's film
production fund. Pryor, who now
does Tiny Toon canoons at Star
Toon Studios, credited the completion of his film to the support and
understand ing of Columbia instructors.
In Sherwood's 33-minute Under
the ltifluence, Jackie, a college student, falls in love with a drug addict
and dealer and lives to regret i(.
Under the Influence was
Sherwood's graduate thesis, and

Richard Shavzln (Fisher) and Jennifer Yeo (Christina) In Cash Karma at The Organic

=~~~!ca!~!~~~t!~ Karma
themostprestigiousthingastudent
could do for her fJ.!m.
"I'm definitely going to continue
w~rking o~ ind~pendent films and
domg that m Ch•cago_for probably
another few years, trymg to get experience," she_ said. . .
!fle 12 regiOnal wmnmg. films
w1ll be sent to the Academy m Los
Angeles, where Academy members will view them and select the
ultimate national winners.
"What's most promising about
these winning films is that they all
have a strong cinematic background," said Alejandro Rivera,
entertainment writer for Exitol, at
the awards presentation. '"They are
based in cinema. not on television."
• t:.UJU.ime.;whc!l many so-called
experts are. talking about interactnoeute¢tloolog)b:andt the,fuUJr.e,<of
television, here's a bunch of students who strove through their
belief in the future of the cinema.
That gives us hopes that the cinema
will keep going and going."

investigates cult behavior

By Judith Ierulli

new religions have become. The
"community" is left ambiguous. Is
it a David Koresh waiting to hapKarma is the idea that everything pen, or is it a group of people who
you do. every action or decision in have found out the truths about
your life develops a kind of ener- themselves and the world around
gy. Th~ energy affects what them?
happens in the rest of your life,
The leader of the community is
even to your next life. The world Christina (Jennifer Yeo) who
premier of Cash Karma at the Or- speaks to the audience as if they
ganic Theater is about the karma of were attending one of her lectures.
one family and why a young Cause and effect and the idea of
woman joins a quasi-New Age, Karma are Christina's two main
non-denominatiO!lal religious points of sale in her lectures. What
community.
you do unto others will eventually
Cash Karma' s wonderfully intri- have its affect on you, maybe not
cate story uses flashbacks to keep this week or year, but someday
the tight and well-paced story un- down the road it will catch up with
folding. Starting· in the middle of you. Cash Karma deals with these
the~. the-atldienc;eis drawn in· far-reaching and often utl~ted
as each character $,iowiy reveals effects that peoples actions have on
layer.after.layer of who·they really those around them and what karma
are. Effortlessly, Karma·1!Jb(es.m : '!fon:~:S'; 1/)e,JRtp.d,s>. __
,_ .•
. her (R.1charu
·~ s~nazvm
·~·,· • spo..the comic banter of the main charF•s
acter into the thought-provoking ing the '70s polyester sheen, shows
and moving story.
l!P ~tthehomeofthe Reeds' whose
Today, when many inner-city daughter has joined what they
churches are being twned into con- believe to be a cult Through flashdos and religious services, to most backs, the audience gains valuable
of generation-x, is what your insight to how the smart-mouthed
parents made you sit through as a but insecure Megan (Lindsey
kid . Cash Karma looks at the Porter) is brought into the "comsometimes frightening idea of what munity." Porter is realistic as well
Slilff Writu

metal because all the songs sound
much different than your typical
hard rock Blaze song.
Borrowing from all spectrums of
hard rock "Prototype" opens with
"Unconscience." A )1aunting descent into the mind, with bassist
and lead vocalist Joe Varga yelling,
"You have reached Unconscience." The music ·is heavy and
rocking, but it is not too heavy to
bury the lyrics. The song is a mix
somewhere between early
Soundgarden and the new sound of
Motley Crue.
Next up is "Greed." This is borderline thrash - fast but not overly
furious. This is one of the best
songs on the album. The third song,
Photo by""""" ~·>X""'~ "Wawnah Mere," is where we hear
David Pryor gives his acceptance speech after receiving the
Varga sounding like grunge, very
Student Award In animation.
much like Alice in Chains. The
music is slow and gets real heavy
into the chorus. The fourth song is
the most interesting because it
Varga is one of the most original sounds like a Ministry or Nine
By David Heitz
SIJif!Writu
bands to come from Canada since Inch Nails cover, but it isn't. Even
Rush some 20 years ago. Thank the lyrics sound like Ministry 's
When you think of Canada and god they don't sound like Rush "Breathe" from their album "The
Mind is a Terrible Thing to Taste."
heavy metal music, what band do does.
you think ofl Rush is the only
Canadian hard-rockers Varga The CD bonus track is a different
metal band to make it big from the released their first major-label mix of this song, but the remix
country to the north of us. But this album titled "Prototype" on Zoo sounds much like a rap version and
reviewer doesn't consider Rush as records. The album consists of 12 fails miserably.
Varga goes back to basic hard
being heavy metal. And that would songs (With a remix bonus track on
mean this reviewer is ignorant of the CD). "Prototype" is a journey rock with the first single, "Selfthe Canadian hard rock scene. through a different kind of heavy Proclaimed Messiah." This is the

Varga is limited

) · --:r··-

only song that MTV or the Blaze
could play because it is typical of
those stations and is the most
straight-up song on the album.
The rest of "Prototype" is solid
all. the way through. "Bring the
Hammer Down" and "The Strong"
again have Varga switching off
from borderline thrash to grunge
and back to basic hard rock. Both

as touching in her portrayal of
Megan. As she and a friend go into
the city to hang out, they meet Gene
(Todd Frampton), a member and
recruiter of the "community."
Megan's more outgoing friend
Cathy (Adrianne Duncan) wants to
go because he'scute and it's something different to do. Megan stays
because the "community" offers
something she believes she's never
had - unconditional and complete
love. Fisher kidnaps her and the
play is at its best when the two end
up trying to " deprogram" each
other.
The excellence of the cast and
script make Cash Karma .a show
that will keep you thinking long
after you've left the 'theater.

Cash Karma
Directed by: Paul FreUick
''Ptayfng ~~~the Organic Theater,
3319 N. Clark St.
'
Runs until May 30.
Tickets for Thurs. and Sun., $10
Fri. and Sat., $12.
Show starts at 8 p.m. Thurs.-Sat
7 p.m. on Sun.
For more info call (312) 3275588.
are good songs except for the annoying intro to "Hammer" which
has a siren blaring in the background of the music forthef!rStpart
of the song.
"Cast Into the Shade" is probably
the best song on the album. It is

Varga
See page 8
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columbia college ga;y lesbian Varga
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"You don't have to do something
Service
from page 6
vice from my life," Dr. Fred
Gardaphe said. "I see it as connecced.
Community service starts with
having a sense ofwhatcommwlity is.
If you don't feel colllleCted to your
commwlity, it's because you don't
know your commwlity."
Once you fmd time and feel a
connection for your community,
the next step is to determine what
slciUs you have.
"Identify what your talents are
and fmd a way to use those talents
to help someone else," Mendez
said.
Mendez studied journalism at
Marquette University and has
reported for the ChlCDgo Trlbum,
MUwau/ue Jounllll, and Crain's
Chicago Business. Founded in
1976, Youth Communications is
the largest teen produced paper in
the Chicago area. As Bureau Coordinator, Mendez oversees two of
their new offices.
Student volunteers can use the
slciUs they are learning in school to
help others.

Having more job
and more quest speakers
and the department
sho uld
have
subscription s to a ll
newspapers
and
magazine and have
them available to the
stud e nts department
office, better cameras fo r
video tech II and editing
class.

you don 't want to do," Gardaphe
said. " If you don' t feel comfortable
working with battered women or
helping people prepare for jobs,
there's always some skill that you
have inside you that you' re learning at Columbia that you need to
practice. The best way to learn
something is to start teaching it"
The next step is finding the right
organization for you. The career
plarming and placement office offers a listing of 88 organizations in
Chicago alone. If you don't live in
Chicago, you can get a listing of
community service organizations
in your area by going to your city
hall or county seat
"Community service is not some
organization far off in some other
part of the world. It is right next
door, inside your house sometimes.
I encourage my students to start
within the block that they live. You
don't have to go across town to a
neighborhood that•s s trange or
you' re afraid of."
Once you've obtained a listing
and have picked out an organization or two, attend a meeting to fmd
out what some of their current

slow, but very dark and heavy.
Here we finally see how good
musically Va~a is. Guitarists Sean
Williamson and Adam Alex lay
down the slow rhythm while drummer Dan Fila adds some very darksounding fiUs to the mayhem.
The album continues with the
kind ofrehash sound in "Thief" and
the poorly written lyrics on ''Film
at Eleven." The lyrics are about the
nightly news and how people tune
in to be entertained by the violence
and not the information. The ending of this song is almost heavy
enough to keep up with Pantera.
Almost The music is good, the
lryics are bad.
The last song is called "Goodbye
Boogaloo." It is a shon minuteand-a-half instrumental that sumll.!
up what Va~a is all about- short
and to the point.
"Prototype" is a very good
album. !tis an album that wiU hopefully make Va~a stars. Canada
needs a good-sounding, hard-rocking band like Rush was in the '70s.
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projects are. Mendez also suggests
finding out how effective the organization is in reaching the
individuals it serves by asking for a
copy of their balance sheet, which
is all public record.
Volunteer work looks excellent on
a resume. It shows the prospective
employer you are a responsible,
weU-rounded person and are capable
of ge tting along with different
people. Some organizations are wiUing to raise scholarship money for
their student vohmteers. Volunteer
work can also lead to full time jobs
as well as other job connoctions.
One of the best things about
volunteer work is it gives you a
c hance to gain an incredible
amount of self-confidence. As
Gardaphe said, " You don't want to
go into your first job practicing
self-<:onfidence."
''Community service is a way to
enhance yourself as an individual
and a professional," Greltoff said.
In this day and age, Michele
Obama says, "Service is not a
luxury,it's a necessity. Ifwedonot
serve in our community, things wiU
not get done or improve."

CLASSIFIEDS
TRAYEL ABROAD

EARN BIG SSSSSS$$SSSSSSSS

Make up 10 $2,000-$4,000+/mo. tcacbin& AA CRUISE I< TRAVEL EMPLOY·
basic convenational Englisb abrood. Japan, MENT GUIDE. Bam bia $$$ + uavd lbe
Taiwan, & S. KC<U. Many employen pro- world fn:el (CaribbeaD, Buropc, Hawaii,
vide room & board + ocher bencfw. No Aliai)Hunyl BUI)'Sprina/StanmerseUODI
teaching bockground or Asian lansuaaes approachinJ. Guanontecd Neceul Call
requiRe! I For info., call:
(9t9) 929-4398, XL C2S7

(106) 632-1146, xt.J5713

GREEK & CLJJBS
Bam $50~250 for ycunelf olys yo tg SSOO
for your dub I Thil fuodraiJer oocu nochina
and \&JU one week. Call now and rec::cive a
free
t -~932-0SZS, XL 65.

.ifl.

•EXTRA INCQME ' 94•

CRIJISE SHws JURING
Bam up 10 $2,000+/mo. on CruiJe Slript or
Lmd-Twr canponiol. Summer A FullTune employment available. No ·cxp.
-->'·Forinfo. callt-2Q6.63.4.0468, xL
CS713.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPI.OY-

Eam $200 - $500 weekly

Mmfi:

CRJJISE JOBS

Bam up 10 $8,000. in two mondll. Rocm
1011 Boudl Tnnsportationl Male or Femole.
Noexperimccaccenary. Forlll<li'Cinf011Dation call:
(206) ~155, xt. A5713

Dlli1iD& 1994
Travd brochwu. For more information
send a self addrened namped envelope 10:
Travel Netword, P.O. Box 612530, Miami,
FL3316t

Slllcl•ll Needed! Bam up 10 $2,000+ pu
womn, on CruiJe Slript or Lmd- CRUISE SJUP WPLOXMENI'
Tour c:cmpanics. World uovd. (Hawaii, NowhirinaiiUdc:nu. ~wtly.Sam
Me:Uco, The Caribbean. etc.). Summer 1011 mer/Full-Time. Tour Guida, OiA Sbap
Full-Tune employment available. No ex- Sales, Deck Hmda, Banmden, CuiDo
peria>ce necenary. For mono information Dealen, etc.. World Tnvd - ~
call:
Aluka, Buropo, Hawaii. No cxpa:im<e
necessary. Call l-6l2.QI0.0323, xL 23.
~

I think the teachers
arcn ' t giving enough
material and they just
a lot of c lass
discussions. They need
to help us get prepared
for internships and 1
feel that
aren' t.

Have teachers that are
not only active in fields
that they teach but also
that can teach, a Jot of
teach because they have
encc docsn ' t
they can teach.
had expericnc:c that
same teacbcn are Vf1rJ
talented but can't act
the knowledge across to
the students.

